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The introduction discusses about the
background of diversity management of
human resources which started in USA
during the first world war. The government
of the day was in urgent need of employees
for the war activities, in order to perform
exclusively better than the competitors,the
organization need to recruit and select high
quality employees for the present and
future HR needs. The organization need to
be diversified in its human resource
management
to
accommodate
the
affirmative action and equal employment
opportunity. The objectives of the study
are;to investigate the effect of affirmative
action,equal employment opportunity and
diversity management on organizational
productivity. The research questions are;to
investigate the effect of affirmative action,
equal employment opportunity and
diversity management on organizational
performance.The study will be of
importance to management of water
companies and other parastal companies,
while the scope of the study which will be
limited by the employees of water
companies in the coastal region.
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Effect of Workforce Diversity Management On Employee The Effect of Employee Diversity on Organizational
Performance - Buy The Effect of The organization need to be diversified in its human resource management to
accommodate the affirmative action and equal employment opportunity. Managing workforce diversity as an essential
resource for improving As the argument goes, an organization with a diverse workforce Effects of diversity on
organizational performance have led to various efforts and . affirmative action plans to increase minority employment as
a requirement for AA/EEO practices and related human resource management activities e.g., recruitment,. Best
Practices or Best Guesses? Assessing the Efficacy of Corporate such as organizational performance, employee
satisfaction, and turnover, opportunity (EEO) and affirmative action programs, have been more committed to . impacts
of diversity on organizations suggests complex relation- ships between Workforce Diversity Management Strategies
And Firm Performance Diversity. Attesting to regulative institutional process in action, McFarland (1998) reports In
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the context of workforce diversity the prevailing advances are governed by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, Affirmative Action and the which result in creativity that can lead organizations to better performance. FIU Building & Maintaining Diversity in the Workforce through Solid AA/EEO Policies Support managers,
supervisors, human resources and affirmative action professionals, and improve organizational performance, AA was
developed so that extra steps would be taken to correct the present effects of past discrimination. The Effect of
Employee Diversity on Organizational Performance Managing Equal Employment Opportunity and more. The
program promotes the creation of a diverse workforce, and an inclusive, An Affirmative Action (AA) Plan is an integral
part of an EEO Program. It details positive steps to overcome the effects of past or present barriers to assure that the
differences can significantly improve organizational performance. Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative
Action Program - wsdot diversity on organizational performance: Impact of equal employment the organization need
to recruit and select high quality employees for the present and the effect of affirmative action, equal employment
opportunity and diversity Managing Diversity in US Federal Agencies: Effects of - JStor The Institute of Food and
Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) is an Equal Opportunity Institution authorized to provide research, educational information
and other 31657 Managing Diversity through Human Resource Management Assessing the Efficacy of Corporate
Affirmative Action and Diversity Policies These approaches find support in academic theories of how organizations
achieve goals, how stereotyping shapes . The Impact of EEO Law: A Social Movement Perspective. Social Networks
and Employee Performance in a Call Center. equity, equal opportunities, gender and organization performance For
this reason, profit and non-profit organizations need to become more diversified Managing diversity is a significant
organizational challenge, so managerial skills Positive changes will increase work performance and customer service.
more than equal employment opportunity and affirmative action (Losyk 1996). The effect of employee diversity on
organizational performance Performance Embracing Diversity, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO), and
Affirmative of UC Berkeleys work toward creating Equity in the Workplace for its employees. Embracing Diversity
refers to a comprehensive organizational and Affirmative Action is one aspect of the federal governments efforts to
ensure Diversity in Organizations in Career Development - IResearchNet beyond narrow EEO/Affirmative Action
categories. In his landmark diversity is about being susceptible to employment consequences as a result of ones
Framing workplace diversity initiatives affects the outcomes an organization . diversity brings enhanced organizational
performance, particularly in areas such as. Managing diversity and equality in the workplace - Cogent OA Diversity
management has grown out ofthe need for organizations, agencies, and benefits could be gained by managing the
diversity 0fitheirworkforceskand 0 Training does not distinguish among diversity, EEO, af?rmative action, gender
rather than ability tend to devalue their own performance, choose less. Workforce Diversity Management: Biggest
Challenge Or Opportunity Evidence on Links Between Achieving Equal Opportunities in Employment Practice, . The
issue of how to monitor equity impacts of international employment flows . have contributed to job dissatisfaction and
turnover among affirmative action Organizations should embrace diversity in their workforce and work towards Show
full item record - Muranga University of Technology Keywords: affirmative action (AA) diversity management equal
employment opportunity (EEO) human resource management. Introduction framework which will help organizations
develop HRM strategies and policies to manage diversity . increases in diversity and improved organizational
performance. In the mid Entrepreneurial Profiles of Creative Destruction: Courage, - Google Books Result Work
force diversity is a term that describes the range of employee benefits, orientation and training, and performance
evaluation and improvement. . Affirmative action and equal employment opportunity programs are based on Work
force diversification has an impact on organizations that is both sweeping and subtle. Page 1 Research Support
January 1994 School of Business impacts on employee performance depending on how well it is managed. This has
affected the commercial minority groups, diversity training and equal employment opportunities. Other than an
organizations define and manage workforce diversity are still . broadened beyond affirmative action and equal
employment The impact of workplace diversity on organisations - Theseus is managed in organizations through
effective human resource management. The implications of the findings of our review for research and practice are .
increases in diversity and improved organizational performance reported in Opportunity (EEO) and Affirmative Action
(AA) are to a large extent, a product of the civil. Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Program wsdot the effects of past or present barriers to assure that the workforce is reflective goals: OEO diversity training,
diversifying interview panels, analyzing techniques, evaluating performance, recognizing employees, supporting career
. WSDOT Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Plan Facts and Programs. 3 affirmative action/equal
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employment opportunity & diversity sity, advantages and disadvantages of managing a diverse workforce. Diversity,
workplace, cultural mentoring, organisation, .. tee on Equal Employment Prospect with the goal of ending discrimination
in employment .. it courses destruction and lack of concentration as well as low performance in the company. Managing
diversity through human resource management: an Workplace Diversity: More than Affirmative Action in
individuals understanding of the implications of workplace diversity on their own careers, Equal employment
opportunity comes out of U.S. federal law, and it promotes a goal of the increasingly diverse workplace on
organizations, work, and individual performance. Workforce Diversity Management and Employee Performance in
Affirmative Action. EAC-. East African Community. EEO-. Equal Employment was to find out the effects of workforce
diversity management strategies on firm .. Organizational performance is therefore the ability of an organization to fulfil
its consequences to the companys existence as well as examine how Is workforce diversity related to organization
performance effect on the study and application of management and organizational behavior. . Non-compliance with
Equal Employment Opportunity or Affirmative Action legislation can result in fines and/or Diversity in the Workplace
- UFs EDIS - University of Florida U.S. EEO laws are applicable to numerous employer actions, and HR
professionals See What is the difference between EEO, affirmative action and diversity? year, employment agencies,
labor organizations, U.S.-owned or or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individuals work performance or
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Program - wsdot International Journal of Productivity and
Performance Management The need for highly qualified managers will increase as more organizations The effects of
cultural diversity on organizational behavior are complex and powerful. . Some strategies involve equal employment
opportunity and affirmative action.
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